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Hyung Jin Moon -- King of Division -- Sanctuary Dividing Church 

-- blocking the way to Peace and Unification. Self-promotion is first 

 

Why is the logo covered? Looks like if they want to bury the 

foundation True Father made. Looks like they want to cover it with 

blood and shame. What's wrong with SC? 

 

Sanctuary Church is short-hand for "World Peace and Unification 

Sanctuary," which is from calligraphy on a scroll presented to 

Hyung Nim by his father. The purpose was supposed to be the 

World Peace and Unification Sanctuary, but Hyung Jin Moon made 

it sanctuary of division and ugly gossips against True Mother. It is a 

display of Hyung Jin Moon's fundamental misunderstanding of his 

father's heart and aim. 

 

SMALL DEVIATIONS LEAD TO BIGGER ONES 

 

Hyung Jin Moon was supposed to "preserve and share the teachings of True Father". Instead, he started 

systematically reversing all words of his father for his self centered promotion. Hyung Jin Moon cannot 

stop himself but spit on FFed in ever sermon he gives; calling it satanic. So was Father's whole work and 

foundation satanic in his eyes? Did True Parents really failed -- as he insists? I bet he is so blinded by 

resentment, he does not realize the consequences of what he is doing. 

 

Once they accept something wrong as true... now they have to change the whole theology, just to fit 

their lies. The more they do that, the more pity they become... the more they go astray from all 

Father's teachings. PITY and PAINFUL to observe! 

 

Let's be clear, Sanctuary Church is around 500 people plus associates.. FFWPU is over 1-2 million, plus 

tens of millions of associates. WHERE IS Hyung Jin Moon ACTUALLY HEADING? He is against 

millions of members? Accusing FFed, he accuses all of us -- he accuses Father. That's not the way to win 

our hearts. That's the way to win the few already negative guys around us. 

 

We wonder why their conscience is not bothering them? As one elder said, "don't be shocked if there 

are TC who don't understand the mission of the True Parents. Coz they DON'T know exactly THE 

CONTENT OF THE Divine Principle. Some spiritual study showed, that if ones conscience is strong 

that something is wrong, evil spirits cannot make him do it. It is obvious that Hyung Jin Moon and KJ are 

unclear of Divine Principle. And as we see, SC are EASILY TRICKED BY ANYTHING Hyung Jina and 

Kook Jin tell them. 

 

Hyung Jin Moon and SC already have nothing to do with True Father's theology and foundation. They 

completely changed all core base with their false Unprinciple teachings. They should stop snicking 

around in our forums and churches -- manipulating our members and sec. gen. That should not be 

allowed. 

 

IT'S A MATTER OF HEART NOT LOGIC 

 

If someone searches for logic to excuse accusations he will always find some. That's because the 

Physical Mind is like a perfect computer -- you give the task, it will find solutions. Now you see what's 

wrong with Hyung Jin Moon and SC -- they give wrong questions and wrong (evil) tasks to their Ph.M. 

 

If you start fighting their logic it will be endless and meaningless arguing, leading to nowhere. Why? 

Because it's a matter of heart. Their hearts behind this evil logic are wrong, evil, vicious. No one would 

approach these matters with such evil heart. Once one unites in his heart with low, negative resonance, 

automatically his Intellect, Emotions and Will start functioning under this resonance. He will see 

everything negatively, feel negative, act negatively. This is the real problem of Sanctuary Church. 

 

THE EVIL POWER in Hyung Jin Moon's SERMONS 

 

Now you understand how the evil power works through his sermons. He gives wrong angle with evil 

rationalizations. This triggers the common base in one's evil mind and immediately overwhelms the heart 

of the listener with the same low resonance. The same evil spirit invades his heart. If his understanding of 

the truth is unclear, his conscience is not powerful enough to protect him -- he gets obsessed by the same 



 

 

negativity. Now spreading it, he becomes evil spirit himself. 

 

Not only that -- the evil spirits will give them insight on how to use powerful, evil manipulative 

techniques. Here is an example of manipulation: In the video with Questions and Answers, Kook Jin 

constantly repeated the Principle this the Principle that. But he didn't actually mentioned even one thing 

from the Principle. 

 

This is mental manipulation. He only talked his false interpretations based on the Bible. If SC 

understood Divine Principle enough, they will be not tricked by that. They will say, "Wait a second, that's 

not the Principle, this is exactly how Christians thought wrongly." Instead, whatever misinterpretation is 

presented to them, no matter how irrational -- they simply accept it; Even to the point of comparing True 

Parents's Palace with Egypt. 

 

Believe me, that wouldn't happen if they are not already invaded by lying spirits, because they themselves 

gave some common base -- their negativity, gossiping, trapped emotions, unresolved resentments. 

 

THE HEART OF SACRIFICE OF OUR MEMBERS 

 

For so many years in the Unification Church, I saw so much self sacrifice, service and dedication from 

the side of our members and even more from our leaders. Probably there are exceptions but Hyung Jin 

Moon should show some recognition and appreciation for the incredible investment of majority of our 

brothers and sisters. 

 

I could see real corruption and financial self-interests for a first time in H1, Hyung Jin Moon and KJ. Real 

strive for the money and power, by any corrupted and manipulative means, even if it takes to destroy 

everything their father created. 

 

Hyung Jin Moon -- REVERSING GOOD AND EVIL 

 

Father said, "Even if you are in a difficult environment, you should not criticize your situation. You 

should be able to digest every circumstance and condition." Those who failed to overcome their situation, 

succumbed to criticism and got invaded. No wonder Sanctuary Church often accuses us for loving and 

gives numerous arguments why it's good to criticize and judge. That's where I see them going totally 

against Unificationism -- against Father. 

 

I see "change of texts, written by True Father" exactly by Hyung Jin and Kook Jin. They call Unification 

Church 'a dead corps'. But in fact Sanctuary Church looks like "dead".. They have no Witnessing, no any 

effort to Restore the World... only Criticizm that brings death. 

 

Did you eve see people who are always negative and skeptical, whatever we say and do. We cannot 

mingle together with such negative, constantly blocking everything personages, yet expect God to work 

with us. Good and evil have to be separated for us to build Cheon Il Guk. In this age God has to work 

freely. 

 

I don't think this separation is coincidence. The children of many great leaders, like Charlemagne, also 

brought division and blocked God's providence. These failures have to repeat and this time be restored. 

 

SPIRITUAL REASONS FOR DIVISION 

 

We need to understand that's happening spiritually. This is absolutely a process of Resurrection. Hyungjin 

is restoring the fallen nature from all past failures of 3 ages, including direct restoration of the satanic 

nature of some evil Angels. 

 

God showed me 70 000 evil angelic leaders -- masters of lying, tricking and misleading -- working 

directly on Hyung Jin Nim. Yet, I could see that his lineage is clean, there is no personal base for that 

invasion. It's all for the purpose of some Cosmic level indemnity. Exactly as Father prayed on HJN's 

couple, Father foretold that will happen. 

 

HISTORICAL REASONS FOR DIVISION 

 

I gave presentation in 1999, that True Children will divide the church after 2013, according to the 

Parallels of History. If they don't unite and overcome the historic-spiritual burden from OT and NT, they 

will repeat it and create divided kingdom. Unavoidably these feelings have to come on them.. it's a 

spiritual law! 

 

In 1999, when I received that revelation, I believed that it's enough clear in the Principle, so even if 

spiritual influence comes they will easily recognize and overcome it. But as we know, when historic 

resentments comes on us, we easily forget the logic. 



 

 

 

PSYCHOLOGICAL REASONS -- TRAPPED EMOTIONS 

 

Trapped emotions can be developed from painful personal experience, that we could not overcome in 

our hearts. But almost always there are past historical reasons for their appearance. Unresolved feelings of 

the past have to re-appear, with the purpose of being reversed and resolved in the present. 

 

The problem of SC is Trapped Emotions, causing Resentment and now they are multiplying their problem 

in the heads and the hearts of those who listen to them -- members with common base (negative mind). 

The theological deviation is only natural consequence of these unresolved feelings. The very same 

problem can be seen in the theological conflict of the early followers of Jesus (after his death). 

 

TRUE FAMILY -- INDEMNITY CONDITION 

 

Why God and True Father allowed that to happen? Fallen natures and resentments of the past history can 

only be resolved if they reappear for a period of time and are reversed, and resolved. In this case there are 

different levels of Indemnity to be completed at the same time; Individual, Family, World and Cosmic 

Indemnity. 

 

Hyung Jin has to liberate all historical failures -- unresolved feelings in heart, pain and resentment. That's 

what True Father prayed over HJN's Inauguration -- Hyung Jin Moon will take the Resentment of 3 ages: 

 

1. of all saints dragged by Satan to resentment when pushed away. 

 

2. of all gossiping, negative, spirits and angels 

 

3. of the failure of Unification Church members 

 

4. of past Humanism and Negativity -- to separate good and evil in our own church 

 

True Mother is the only woman in human history that showed absolute obedience and overcame all the 

historic resentments against husbands. Now she is taking the most difficult indemnity, to be accused by 

her own children. Yet, spiritually, this is the love and grace of God and True Parents, who want to quickly 

liberate all of humanity. 

 

THE WAY OF TRUE LOVE -- NO ANTAGONISM 

 

The true battle is not outside with some enemy. The real one is between our Spirit Mind and Physical 

Mind. We have to win this internal battle to become people of True Love. That's where Hyung Jin Moon 

failed! 

 

"Remain centered on true love. There is no enemy within true love, not even Satan. I have never regarded 

anyone as my enemy. I grasp hold of my so-called enemy.. and I never let go until that enemy loves me." -

- Father 

 

There is no THEM it's all WE... Father said we don't have enemy! Hyung Jin has to get that point, if he 

still has some HEART left. We are all Father's followers. We are all One Family. And family should be 

filled with love, no gossips, judging, accusations and intrigues. 

 

*** 

 

Everyone in Unification Church should keep absolute faith in True Parents. Any denial of True 

Parents' victory is from Satan. We live in the Age of Cheon Il Guk. Let's unite, fulfill our Tribal 

responsibility and build a Nation. 

 

 

 


